
 

 

 

 

 

 

Good Morning, Eagles. If you hadn’t guessed from today’s decorations, today is 

my birthday! I am hoping that the weather holds and I can see some family today. 

I am also hoping there will be some cake! 

I can’t party all day, so I will still be working. Your work for today looks like this: 
 

Maths – Forming Expressions 

We propose that you use the WRM videos in the first instance, 

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-6/ then use the WRM worksheet which 

can be found on the blog. You then have a choice as to whether you complete the extra 

worksheets. The BBC Bitesize one and/or the other independent recap task (which can also 

be found on the blog page). You might like to see how you get on with the learning first. 

This week looks at algebra, which is something we didn’t get to look at too much.  

Your other lessons are from BBC Bitesize. Visit, 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/tags/zncsscw/year-6-and-p7-lessons/1 for Tuesday’s 

lessons.  

The English today is using direct and indirect speech.  
 
Your last lesson today is Geography:  The Alps. We have looked at mountains recently and 
some of you chose to research The Alps – so you’ll know a lot already. Choose your tasks 
from here if you think you have covered it before. 
 
Yesterday, I uploaded the word of the day PowerPoint again. We will start this week as 
week 1. Keeping up with and learning new vocabulary is really important.  
 
Don’t forget that there are still resources which I have put up previously whilst being away 
from school that you could still complete if you wish. Have a search through the blog pages.  
Last week, I also uploaded 3 June activity pages: maths, English and a stay active one.  
 
Have a great day. 
Mrs Reeves  

I thought we wold have some art for the 

last day before half term. So try making an 

agamograph! There’s a picture of what 

Tuesday, 9th June 
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